
CHAPTER 1

Restoring the Transformative Agent(s) to Late Modernity

The central claim

It is the argument of this thesis that;

(i) when Giddens and Habermas shifted away from the agent they left that

agent without the conceptual provision that would enable it to respond to their

therapeutic and political concerns about modernity, and

(ii) the transformative and healing capacity of the agent can be restored via a

synthesis and development of their ideas, and in a manner that allows for the

addressing of their emancipatory concerns.

The Context: Modernity versus Late Modernity

With the Enlightenment, the Modernity project carried the promise of a

better world and a more autonomous subject/agent/self. The expectation was

that the arts and sciences would promote the control of nature, further

understanding of the world and self, moral progress, justice and human

happiness (Habermas 1981, 9). While these expectations of emancipation, and

their sustainability, were challenged from the outset (Habermas 1987a, 148),

and still are (Giddens 1984, 205), some of the more extreme contemporary

critiques of rationality and modernity now threaten to cut links with modernity

altogether and start anew (Dallmayr 1981, 30). That these critiques of

rationality and modernity have been successful is due in part to the inherent

pitfalls of the philosophy of consciousness paradigm, to the tendency of this
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project to universalism, and to the related perception that the material and

social outcomes of the modernity project (Bauman 1994, 214-215) have

contributed to a damaged world in need of remediation. In the light of these

challenges, it is feasible to inquire how contemporary defenders of the

modernity project have sought to uphold its promises while seeking to avoid its

dangers and pitfalls. How do they propose to heal the legacy of modernity if

they are to resist accepting its demise?

What's become of the agent of modernity?

More specifically, it is also feasible to examine what late modern theorists

have to say about the spontaneous ego as the former centre and producer of the

modernity project (Parker 1989, 59). How has the immanent logic of their

projects impacted upon their conceptualisations of agent-subjects and agency?

The logic of how such authors proceed will reflect in the means they use, the

assumptions they make and the applications they proffer. This logic can be

expected to shape their models of the agent and agency as they set out to avoid

centred-self reasoning associated with modernity.

At this point, I take the concept of human agent to refer to complex and

individual peoples engaged in their daily activities. A working definition

includes the following capacities which may not always appear in the ways

that people actually generate action. These are: a measure of autonomy within

their immediate environment (Harre 1979, 246), reflexivity, causal power and

social affordance or accomplishment (Valera and Harre 1996, 323). Agents are

capable of exhibiting these in both positive and negative modes.

So, what has become of the model of the autonomous, reflexive agent of

modernity that was generally conceived of as self-determining, self-conscious

and self-aware by Weber, Schutz and Mead respectively? To what extent are

agents still perceived by theorists as free, creative beings concerned primarily
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with subjective meanings (Weber), or as intentional, unique individuals of

everyday life who reflect on experiences and make choices (Schutz), or as

evolving selves and minds arising as a part of the social process (Mead)? In

simple reply, the foundational power of consciousness and intentionality in the

Enlightenment has been undermined and eroded by a counter-Englightenment

(Habermas 1987a, 148) and more recently by the combined critique of

instrumental or strategic rationality and the increasing material, social and

psychological uncertainties of late modernity. Crucial to any defence of the

Enlightenment-like projects of late modernity then will be their capacity to

deliver a theoretically satisfactory account of emancipation and agency, that is,

a convincing account of the nature of transformative agents today. Equally

crucial will be the provision of appropriate mechanisms for reconceptualising

the 'good society' of late modernity.

Agency challenged by antimodernity

The turn away from subjectivity due to the critique of rationality and

modernity has tended to leave the empirical agent and agency hanging in the

air or omitted altogether (Habermas 1987b, 338; Touraine 1988). The present

poststructural and postmodern discourses, which have strong links to power,

underrate transformative agency by replacing the spontaneous ego or 'thinking

self with broader alternatives such as 'narratives of power' or the

deconstruction of 'texts' and 'contexts' of human domination. They replace

sense of self as a priori centred and voluntary with sense of self as formed

within social life, decentred and only able to operate within a complex social

milieu. The challenge to the facticity of agency or agents is strong.

There is a subtle difference of emphasis in poststructural and postmodern

approaches to power worthy of note. In the poststructuralist approach, which

is inherently anti-humanist, power resides outside of the individual and
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within the 'narrative' that has been constructed. The postmodernist approach

is less easily marked out because of the diversity of authors and projects but

they are generally anti-rationalist, ambivalent and they engage relativistic

strategies. These positions also preclude substantially the agent as a

transformative participant.

Enter Giddens and Habermas

In the present philosophical and sociological debates over modernity and

the nature of its aftermath in the social sciences, Anthony Giddens and Jurgen

Habermas have separately gained credence for their ongoing defence and

restoration of the project of modernity and the subject, Giddens in Anglophone

sociology and Habermas in Critical Theory. Each aims to rehabilitate the

project through a paradigm shift that allows for the redefining of the classics

and the role of theory in social science. In addition, and as a consequence of

their dialogue with antimodernis ts, each believes, despite their different

emphases on system (Giddens 1991, 5), that coercive power is now to give way to

authoritative power (Giddens 1992b, 109); and each acknowledges validity

claims or reasons as causes for social action (Giddens 1984, 345; Habermas

1984b, 12). Unlike antimodernists., they have critical projects bearing on the

substantive future of society.

The problem with Giddens and Habermas

However, even in the projects of Giddens and Habermas, agency is

substantially disconnected from system due to the emphasis given to either

ontology or communicative consensus. When the empirical agent, as

progenitor of society, is theoretically 'locked out' or precluded as a significant

participant then the very project of emancipation in late modernity is put in

jeopardy (Held 1980, 21). So too, are modernity's promise of a better life and
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world for autonomous agents. In the light of this disconnection of agents from

system, questions emerge like who is to heal and/or transform the present

personal, social and material conditions of uncertainty and ambivalence? How

would they accomplish such transformation? What are the conditions for such

action? My thesis then is addressed to these questions in Giddens's and

Habermas's articulation of agency and emancipation. My investigative

question therefore reads: what is the conceptual nature of the agent and what

mechanisms of interaction enable it to connect to and transform society within

late modernity ?

I propose first to show how Giddens's and Habermas's conceptualisations

of transformative agency are handicapped by the immanent logics of

structuration theory and communication theory, and then to explore an

alternative model that connects agency to system through interaction. To this

latter end. I shall propose a Knowledgeability-Communicative Competence

theory of agency which is born out of a synthesis (Layder 1994, 221-222) from

amongst Giddens's and Habermas's concepts. The philosophical buttressing

for the new synthesis will be Roy BI-Laskar's critical naturalism because it both

restores the pragmatic and causal agent; it facilitates the project of

emancipation through therapy and politics; and it is conducive to Giddens's

and Habermas's developing projects. This new theory addresses the

inadequate account of the emancipatory and transformative agents of late

modernity.

The significance of the thesis question

Besides the theoretic, there are therapeutic and political advantages to

restoring autonomous and transformative agency to the late modernity project.

First, the theoretic task exists to explore in the work of Giddens and Habermas

the impact of the radical critique of the philosophy of consciousness on the
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promise of a better world and .a more autonomous self. This sort of

examination should be expected of approaches seeking to retain the merits of

Modernity. How far has each moved from the spontaneous ego and what

impact has this had on the providential and emancipatory themes of modernity

such as, moral progress, justice, happiness (Habermas 1987a, 326), control of

nature and better understanding of the self? It would appear that while

emancipation remains paramount in their work - even for Giddens's concept of

'life politics' as it operates in the shadow of emancipatory politics (Giddens

1991, 9) - an unintended outcome of their paradigm shifts has been the

diminished significance of causal or transformative agents and agency in late

modern society. This apparent disenfranchisement of the autonomous agent

or agency, and subsequent relegation of emancipation to a mental or cognitivist

enlightenment (Collier 1994, 194) suggests that their individual models of

pragmatic agency be re-viewed; that the conceptual strengths available from

these models be sharpened against their capacity to enable healing of the

present and future; and that alternative developments be anticipated in the face

of any shortcomings, but without a full return to the disintegrating paradigm

of the philosophy of consciousness.

Second, the substantive support of Giddens for therapy, and Habermas's

'procedural' contribution to politics are mutually complementary, and jointly

they have the capacity to better fill important gaps becoming visible in late

modern politics and living. Giddens's concepts of life-politics and risk society

capture the unique circumstances of uncertainty and ambivalence in which

agents in contemporary society find themselves. These agents are faced daily

with decisions that relate directly to institutional imperatives impacting upon

their self-identities (Beck 1994, 45) and their futures: some imperatives over

which nobody seems to have control, for example, global warming or genetic

engineering. Decisions over such uncertainties are not emanating clearly
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from parliament or economic corporations, making the earlier impact of new

social movements upon these institutions less decisive. These movements and/

or organisations were the once familiar socio-political means to redress real or

imagined concerns. Even traditional political party structures and conventions

appear to be losing relevance in advanced capitalist society. Nevertheless,

despite the uncertainty and ambivalence, it is the case that new networks of

power amongst individuals arise to give support to struggling individuals and

communities (Beck 1994, 44). Private and public politics appear to merge more

closely now. Institutional or systemic intrusions into private lives have become

inescapable and therefore overtly political (Beck 1994, 46). It remains now to

conceptualise how these networks, convergences, conflicts and personal

politics translate daily into self-determining and transformative social action.

In these new personal and political circumstances Habermas's moral-

pragmatic propositions in the 'discourse ethic' are important because they offer

procedural redress to the anomie and moral uncertainties in everyday

experiences of the contemporary agent (Giddens 1991, 9) as well as to crises in

society. They are useful even if they are idealic and prescriptive, because the

procedures of communicative action are tied to the self of the agent/actors who

find themselves in these new circumstances. However, Habermas's

description of this procedure of subject-subject interaction leaves questions

unanswered about the actual causal capabilities, decisions and life projects of

the agents involved.

Exploring how to exploit their complementarity and filling these gaps in

Giddens and Habermas, should enable us to conceptualise more adequately, in

either project or another, the transformative and healing agents warranted by

the conditions of late modernity. They each require such a model of agents or

agency if they are to pin-point and to restore well-being in life politics, new

social movements and risk society. In such an exploration, old questions of the
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Modernity project can be anticipated anew. What is the role, if any, for

morality in late modern society? How do agents arrive at ethical decisions?

What capabilities are required for the decisions that construct life projects?

Concerns such as these from the legacy of modernity are amongst the

unfinished business that awaits closer reply from the late modernity discourse

and from Giddens and Habermas in particular.

Reviewing the fate of the autonomous, reflexive agent and transformative

agency within the radical critique of rationality and modernity then achieves

two purposes. First, it draws attention to the changing status of emancipation

in late modern or risk society along with the call for attempts at new ways of

constructing knowledge and action. Then it provides direction for the next step

which appears to be the need for a revitalised model and theory of the

transformative and healing agent or agency in late modernity.

How are Giddens and Habermas placed in contemporary debates?

Giddens's project focuses on transcending the subject-object dualism

through the propensity of agents and systems for reflexivity. It does not return

to full blown subjectivity because he keeps his approach strictly ontological and

avoids causal explanations. He is careful to avoid the pitfall of conceptual

aporias as the subject-object dualism, prefering instead to seek new and sharp

ways of approaching old problems. In similar but not equal vein, the

postmodernist arguments have dealt some telling blows to the acceptance, in

the classics, of the 'philosophy of consciousness' as the paradigmatic

foundation of knowledge. Giddens acknowledges their impact through his

bifurcation of ontology and epistemology and his objections, as a whole, to

positivism, functionalism and evolutionism. However, he is not convinced to

abandon the humanist project preferring instead to reinstate a theory of the

agent into what he calls 'radical' modernity. So, in his project he continues to
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exploit the value of the classics and agency. Positioned as he is between the

classical and the postmodernist approaches he revives an agent that is capable

of 'making a difference' but he is unable to explicate how this active agency

translates into personal and interdependent action and critique. These latter

characteristics are necessary for the renewal, on the ground, of the

emancipatory project of modernity and more particularly for the healing

agents of late modernity.

Habermas is concerned with the radical critique of the 'philosophy of

consciousness' or the subject as the central problem of rationality and

modernity. Subsequently he does not return his project to full-blown

subjectivity but rather replaces the paradigm of the 'philosophy of

consciousness' with that of 'the philosophy of communication'. He makes this

shift with a mind to overcome the philosophical critique of modernity and still

retain its legacy of justice, emancipation and interdependent action in the

project. With this paradigm shift, however, he threatens to obscure the

autonomous agents of classical modernity (Habermas 1992a, xi). His difficulty

with theorising the acting agent occurs because his project is philosophically

grounded upon intersubjectivity and consensus rather than upon the social

actor. Also, the centrality of his universal 'discourse ethic' overshadows the

nature or causal capacity of the agents involved. The agent/subject in

communicative action is assumed, even embellished, but its personal and

knowledgeable role in emancipation and transformation remains understated.

More particularly, the connection between language and knowledgeability (as a

fundamental mechanism of action) is not quite spelt out. His positioning

between philosophy and science, has interactive debates with other scholars

about the universal status of communicative action (Rorty 1984, 33) and his

advocacy of 'reconstructive science' (Habermas 1984b, xvi; 1987a, 399) all

contribute to a diminished treatment of individual action in his project.
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What then is a possible line for theorists to take to restore the autonomous

and transformative agent of the modernity project? Responses to this issue of

agency are crucial, given the present disarming material and moral impact of

modernity upon the self and society (Craib 1992, 7). If this were not enough, the

social sciences seem to be preoccupied with the ontological; relegating the

matter of transformative agency to the preserve of philosophy. I shall argue

therefore, that from within their engagement with these material and

metatheoretic problems, Giddens's and Habermas's projects begin to restore

the emancipatory and autonomous agent/self. However, to make up for present

shortcomings, each needs to, and can, borrow strategic and complementary

concepts from the other. As these theoretic reparations of themselves are

insufficient, I explore an extra line of development. The limitations to my

synthesis, imposed by the internal logic of structuration theory and

communicative rationality, will be overcome by building the new configuration

of propositions upon ideas from Bhaskar's critical naturalism because it gives

causal priority to both agents and systems. The catalyst for this 'new

synthesis' will be the agents' reasons or validity claims and moral/ethical

judgements because these lend themselves to locating the late modernity

project and agency in concrete, restorative situations. This does imply a

qualified but not full return to consciousness.

The recourse to moral/ethical judgements is crucial if transformative

agency is to include therapy and politics as key institutions for the healing of

the pathologies of modernity. Weber's earlier interlude into ethics and politics

(Chapter 2 pages 29-30) reflects the importance of ethics as part of the heritage

of the providential promises implicit to the modernity project. In his

discussion of agency and politics as a career, or the charismatic agent, Weber

argued for the moral impact of contrasting ethics in the shaping of political

action. He was amongst the earliest protagonists of an active transformative
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agent or agency and in this he was motivated by a critical need to diminish the

influence of determinism upon society and the social sciences. However, the

role of personal ethics receded with the decline of interest in the rationality

paradigm since Weber.

Habermas, as part of a concern for justice and a call for a renewed

capacity 'to act' in late modernity, has reopened the discourse on ethics in

politics and law particularly. However, he does not indicate in his 'discourse

ethic' or 'discourse theory of morality' (Habermas 1993, vii) the role of ethics, or

of action-guiding decisions, in individual agent behaviour in the lifeworld

(Hammer 1997, 231). This role is not made adequately clear in Giddens's

'confluent love ethic' either despite his view that an '..."ethics of the personal"

is a grounding feature of life politics, just as the more established ideas of

justice and equality are of emancipatory politics' (Giddens 1992a, 156-157). It is

rathe:r the case for Giddens that '...moral principles run counter to the concept

of risk and to the mobilising of dynamics of control' (Giddens 1991, 145). Yet

Bauman, of whom I shall say more about in Chapter 7, advocates a growing

need for ethics (Bauman 1994, 219) to counter the non-morality of modernity

(MacIntyre 1981, 2). He has revived interest in the responsibility of the actor to

visualise the consequences of action or inaction (Bauman 1994, 220) in

postmodern ethics. This is a response to the psychological costs associated

with the 'contingency' and 'ambiguity' that characterise postmodern (late

modern) society (Bauman 1993, 33-34). He advocates moral scrutiny to counter

Hans Jonas's conclusion that '...the scale of possible consequences of human

actions have long outgrown moral imagination of the actors' (Bauman 1993,

217). He therefore offers morality and ethics as a potential line to our

understanding and conceptualisation of the nature of the agent and processes

of agency in late modernity. This is a particularly important line given

Habermas's emphasis upon the ethics of legal codes instead.
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Foreshadowing K-C theory

In K-C theory I explore the relationship between self-mobilisation and

causal powers of agents (Valera and Harre 1996, 323). More particularly still,

the object is to understand and to conceptualise how agents jointly transform

themselves and society daily in a late modern world made uncertain by the

dangers and increasing complexity peculiar to our present age.

How is a synthesis of Giddens and Habermas warranted?

First, Giddens and Habermas overlap at the ontological level of agency:

Giddens's concepts of social action, agency, and knowledgeability are

congruent with Habermas's concepts of interaction, intersubjectivity and

communicative competence. This congruence is understandable because they

both defend modernity against anti-modern theories or philosophies.

Bhaskar's critical naturalism is also of this category with the exception that it

reaffirms the causal power of the agent or agency which now retains the status

of an emergent power. It is this latter that my sociological project sets out to

confirm and renew.

Second, Giddens and Habermas are complementary on the problem of the

integration of the agent and system. Giddens's integration of the agent-

structure polarity via duality accentuates an autonomous agent capable of

'making a difference' but whose connection to the interdependent collectivity is

not explained (Kilminster 1991, 97). On the other hand, Habermas accentuates

the intersubjective connection amongst agents. His language based project

prescribes the objective conditions and process of intersubjective activity, but

the nature of the agent involved in this discourse and standards-setting is not

made clear (Olafson 1990, 652, 656; Lehmann and Regier 1992, 385). Bhaskar,

on the other hand, embraces both levels. He gives parity to the agent and to
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structure as causal and independent and he includes, as mediatory of these

opposites, a 'theory of relation' that is embodied in the position-practices of a

social entity.

Third, Giddens's and Habermas's divergent attempts at reconstructing

historical materialism are inversely complementary on the role of agents in the

critique of system. Giddens's project is politically subdued (Bryant 1992, 148);

structuration theory only points to the institutional axes that require the

critical attention (or radical politics) of the late modern agent and collective

(Giddens 1991, 2), relying instead on the duality of structure to explain the how.

In contrast, Habermas's critique of the 'colonisation of the lifeworld' and his

postulate of the 'discourse ethic' retain political imperatives because they are

concerned with justice and emancipation. The result here is that reform or

resistance become active ingredients for agents and groups at the substantive

level. Bhaskar's multi-levels of rationality, in their turn, emphasise the

primacy of the transformation of practice (Collier 1994, 190) and critique. His

philosophical backdrop for social action is conducive to both Giddens's and

Habermas's usages.

Finally, Giddens and Habermas are compatible on the underlying and

integrative philosophical-pragmatic issues of rationality, language and praxis

as the lifeblood of agency. These compatibilities will be elaborated in Chapter 5

(pages 137-145). Now, what criteria can we use to restore autonomy and still

guide the new synthesis at least partly towards a decentred-self model? How do

we get to know or evaluate the merit of the proposed synthesis?

What criteria guide the new synthesis towards a decentred-self model?

These criteria derive from classical theory yet persist in late modern

theory. As such they avoid a total break from the past. They are historic and

immediate ingredients necessary to an adequate theory of agency, in as much
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as one can be certain of these. They are consciousness, identity-self,

intersubjectivity, emancipation and structure or system.

Consciousness - The problems of the philosophy of consciousness

notwithstanding, a model of agency must give attention to the subjective

operations that construct understanding of the social world, as in Schutz's

development of phenomenology. Communication requires a phenomenological

objectification of the discourse first - a 'movement to subject-object modes of

thought' - before discursiveness can be initiated between actors (Lash 1994,

148). Furthermore, agents who will come to construct meanings, enter into

communicative social relations that precede them and are not of their own

making (Willmott 1997, 104). Generally though, particular aspects of the

agents' consciousness such as rationality, reflexivity, perception and

motivation, intermingle in the discussion of agency among social scientists

and one may emerge more strongly in some models of agency than in others.

Rationality has until recently been akin, largely but not solely, to instrumental

reason; reflexivity is the process of referring the unknown to the known, both

as in self-:reference and as in historicity or systems reflexivity; perception is

what occurs through the bodily senses; and motivation refers to conscious or

unconscious prompts to action.

Identity-self - is meant here in the dual sense of 'sameness' or belonging

to a group, and of 'specificity', or being a certain type of person-actor or self.

The task of explaining the realisation of self has been notably undertaken in

Mead's syrnbolic-interactionism. For him the self is forged through a dialectic

between 'sameness' and 'specificity'; through taking the role of the 'other' and

simultaneously reflecting Cooley's 'looking-glass self. This early attempt at

diminishing the impact of the mirror-image problematic of the 'I' and 'me'

(Baldwin :1986, 116) can be expected to influence the understanding of self

identity in a new model.
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intersubjectivity - refers to the problem of the interrelations and mutual

interpretations, not simply interaction, between individuals. It is about I-you-

us. This is a particularly thorny concept for old and new interpretive theories

because of the need to provide a theory of the agent/self which must also

translate into some empirical or verifiable form if credibility is to be

established. Schutz, for example, defines the problem of intersubjectivity out of

existence with his 'thesis of the alter ego' which means that the ego simply

presumes the other to be there (Schutz 1967, 98); he makes no apology for this

point of departure. In symbolic-interactionism, Mead approaches this problem

of intersubjectivity through the symbolic 'generalised other', which serves a

point of social cohesion, but he is without an account for the precise genesis of

the generalised other (McCarthy 1984b, xxi). More recently, language and

praxis, as intersubjective and reflexive consciousness, are explored as

phenomena of agency and the lifeworld, and Habermas is a meritable exponent

of these.

Emancipation - To omit critique and transformation, taken from the

Marxist or Frankfurt School traditions of historical materialism, in a new

model would overlook the emancipatory project that is a fundamental

motivational point for many modern and contemporary social theories. The

Marxist critique of bourgeois society is aimed at the relations of production

(Habermas 1987a, 148) or capital and class conflict. Its an early response to

problems of the less than desirable material offshoots in modernity, such as

alienation and exploitation. This critique (of capitalism) includes theoretically

prescriptive mechanisms for praxis and reform. The Frankfurt School did not

advance a rigid political platform like this. Their critique of the social order,

and suggestions for the future, allowed for the flux and flow of history and for

liberation that included self emancipation (Held 1980, 25-26). Notwithstanding

such differences of emphasis, the emancipatory project responds affirmatively
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to the less than desirable material consequences in modernity, such as anomie,

alienation and exploitation, and serves as an incentive to discovering the place

of healing agency in late modernity.

Structure and System - An important relationship to address in a

contemporary model of agency is that between the agent and structure or

system. The recent trend to disentangle structure and system as synonymous

concepts and the growing disaffection in theory with functionalist connotations

of structure must be carefully traversed. The search for a decentred-self

paradigm tends to emphasise system or relationships before causal structures.

Then, the impact of the institutional power of technological innovation and

information dissemination upon social systems has become increasingly

important. Their direct or indirect relation to morality, universal values and

decisive agency cannot be overlooked if relevance for healing the present is to

be gained.

How does the new synthesis attempt to restore agency?

The Knowledgeability-Communicative Competence or K-C theory

reinstates moral/ethical agency as the embodiment of personal and systemic

transformation and critique within the late modernity project by:

a) consolidating Giddens's theory of the knowledgeable agent;

b) consolidating the potential of the ethical premises developed by

Habermas in the 'open reciprocity' of communicative action;

c) adopting Bhaskar's critical naturalism ontology to explore and

understand individual and collective emancipation in late modernity;

d) hypothesising the structures linking the rational agent and system;

e) hypothesising the mechanisms that daily connect the validity claims of

agents with the enabling system; and
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f) reaffirming that ethics and identity-self should, now more than ever,

be the primary empirical vehicles for system critique and change.

The central point is that at precisely those times when the agent acts as a

moral/ethical being the system receives increments towards normative and

structural critique and change. Emphasis has shifted from the essentially

interpretive platforms of Giddens and Habermas to a more predictive stance

about the nature and capabilities of agents and the mechanisms they use to

achieve their wants and desires.

Initial objections to K-C Theory

An immediate objection would be that K-C theory exhibits nostalgia for the

Modernity project and an unsubstantiated faith in the existence of agents as

conscious moral beings. Another could be that it overlooks the possibility that

Giddens's and Habermas's attraction to the modernity project may be ill-

founded (Noys 1997, 66) and that an adequate sociology may in fact prove to be

antithetical to the project. I acknowledge these objections but from within the

renewed understanding that the Modernity project has the capacity for

reflexivity and renewal as much as for pathological outcomes. By this latter I

refer to the irony that rationality in modernity leads to differentiation and

heightened complexity in society which then turn-in upon and weaken the

capacity of society to be instrumentalised (Habermas 1987a, 155; Giddens 1994a,

3). I look afresh to the human capacities for reflexivity and judgement to

diminish the threat of the pathological outcomes that have carried into late or

'high' modernity.

Then too, in answer to the criticism that modernity may have taken a

wrong turn (Rorty 1984, 37) and is defunct or caught in an 'analytic of truth'

(Habermas 1992b, 178), I suggest that, as a reflexive entity, the late modernity

project is able to turn again to itself for revision and redirection in a new way
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(Habermas 1981, 11). Giddens and Habermas exhibit this type of conviction.

My focus here is to consider, using their conceptualisations of agency as a

reasonable measure, how well they have sustained the reflexive and

providential spirit of the Enlightenment project.

That these aporias persist around my thesis question, as they do for much

of Occidental theory, is not lost on the author. Neither is the nagging thought

that the 'disenchantment of the world' overreached itself through the

modernity project (Habermas 1984b, xvii) and produced agents antagonistic

towards value consensus. Nor is the other extreme lost on the author, that a

total break with modernity threatens to have moral responsibility, self

-reflexivity and critique become casualties (Dallmayr 1981, 30). These aporias

are not easily put to rest in social theory (Habermas 1987a, 330; 1987b, xv). K-C

theory is not the answer to the paradoxes of modernity or late modernity. It is,

instead, an investigation of the status of the healing agent (Bauman 1993, 8)

and especially of hope, presumed in the modernity project.

Outline of each chapter

Chapter 2 is an analysis of selected classical and contemporary

approaches to agency and the agent in order to place Giddens and Habermas

more thoroughly. Here I show how the dualism, pertinent to the classics, has

become subdued by the changing definitions of agency or the agent in

modernity, and how ethics have dropped out to emerge again (in part) in

Habermas and Bhaskar. From the classics, the interpretive approaches of

Weber, Schutz and Mead are selected because their theories capture pivotal

facets of the agent or agency that characterised the Modernity project. Weber

gave us the creative, self-determining and existential agent, Schutz the

knowing agent-self and Mead the interactive, generalised agent. These

portraits of the agent and agency, especially the first two, have been strongly
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challenged by alternatives as part of the wider critique of rationality.

From the contemporary approaches„ Foucault's anti-humanist approach

to agency is in direct opposition to these classics. In his aim to expose the

project of Modernity to be less emancipatory than it is in effect a discourse of

knowledge and power, he arrives at an unfree yet historical agent. Pertinent

as Foucault's criticisms are to the foundationalism of 'grand narratives', in

his critique he portrays a vanquished or absent agent/actor. Bhaskar by

contrast, defines the late modern agent or agency as rational and causal.

Reasons underly beliefs and together they motivate action that tips the balance

in some direction. Emotions and desire, as correlates of belief, are transformed

through reasons. Yet, while the agent is causal, there are many other

emergent and independent powers that interact with it in complex ways to

cause social and natural phenomena. Like Bhaskar, both Giddens and

Habermas are located between the classical and anti-modern interpretations of

modernity but these two sociologists are particularly relevant to the status of

the agent or agency because they have charged themselves with the

responsibility of redeeming Modernity and by implication its promises of

emancipation and autonomy.

Giddens's Structuration Theory reasserts the autonomous agent of

modernity (self determining, self conscious and self aware) but incompletely,

and this anomaly is discussed in Chapter 3. He defines agents as

knowledgeable, empowered and in sustained dialectic with systems, but his

theory fails to explain the interdependence of agents in the production and

reproduction of systems and institutions in society. This is because the

foundational concept of the duality of structure is without an overt mechanism

of interaction to make the concrete link amongst agents and the system. As a

sensitising device, it can only point to this link. Giddens arrives at this gap,

and that between theory and practice, because of and as part of his strategy to
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decentralise the subject. His extended use of other loosely bound sensitising

concepts, or structuration theory, means that empirical and generative issues

of concern to the modernity project, such as degrees of voluntarism, collective

action and the overt criticism of the institutions are difficult to explain. Yet,

structuration theory also includes generative concepts such as the dialectic of

control, the double hermeneutic and historicity which offer opportunity, if

developed, to substantively integrate the agents, interaction and the system.

Such :integration can be approached in a manner more fitting to uphold the

emancipatory project from the classical era and without abrogating the aim to

decentre the self.

Habermas's philosophical/theoretic project for achieving emancipation in

a rejuvenated modernity has portrayed the agent, or progenitor of change and

reform, as shadowy or at least indistinct, relative to the group. He '...does not

provide a genuine account of the mediation of individual and society...'

(Whitebook 1996, 185). In Chapter 4, I will explore how and why Habermas's

commitment to the philosophy of communication obscures agent causality in

his project of communicative rationality, evolution and the institutional

differentiation of Occidental society. Despite the shadowy conception of agents,

of particular merit for agency and the agent in his work is the potential of the

concepts of the 'dimensions of rationality' and 'open reciprocity' to locate the

validity claims of the interpretive, ethical agent in the lifeworld.

The complementary needs for 1) the reparation of interdependent agency

in structuration, and 2) the illuminating of the indistinct agent of

communicative action, constitute real conditions conducive to exploration of a

synthesis of agency in structuration and communicative action. Chapters 5

and 6 are motivated by and dedicated to this end. Chapter 5 prepares the

ground and sets the scene for synthesis in three steps: it compares and

contrasts the 'reflexive monitoring' agent of Giddens's stratification model of
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the agent with the 'reflexive interpretive' agent of Habermas's model of the

world-relations of communicative action; it postulates the strengths and

weaknesses of the metatheoretic and theoretic building blocks to be used for the

new decentred-self model of the agent and agency; and it examines the

observer/participant relationship as a key epistemological issue for the new

synthesis.

Bhaskar's project, his model of :reflexive, causal agency and its pivotal role

and value in my attempt to recover the moral/ethical agents of late modernity

from Giddens and Habermas form the subject matter of Chapter 6. Because of

the priority accorded to ontological rather than objective 'structure' by both

Giddens and Habermas, it is feasible to ground their synthesis upon ideas from

Bhaskar's critical naturalism. By this means, the legitimacy and pragmatic

relevance of the new concepts are reassured thus retaining the most useful

elements of structuration theory and communicative action.

I construct and explore the Knowledgeability-Communicative Competence

theory or K-C theory in Chapter 7. Here Habermas's world-relations of the

lifewo:rld are built onto Giddens's stratified theory of the agent on the

presumption that the self revelatory agent of communicative action is also the

knowledgeable actor theorised in structuration theory. The end result is a

model of a 'reflexive moral/ethical agent', and an hypothesis of the

mechanisms of interaction that integrate agency, interaction and system. The

new synthesis brings into reach the possibility of a transformative and healing

agent or agency for late modernity. The key increment from K-C theory is that

the moral/ethical agent or agency becomes one possible embodiment of social

change and critique. Now the way is conceptually open for therapeutic and

political intervention in 'risk' society in the manner advocated by Giddens and

Habermas.
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How the theory enables or prevents the possibilities of therapy and politics

is the subject matter of Chapter 8. In structuration theory, therapy and politics

are realised as pure relationships, life politics, confluent love, generative

democracy and new social movements in conditions of manufactured

uncertainty. Giddens's political theory advocates a mixture of neutrality (as in

virtual structures), contracts (as in pure relationships and the ethic of

confluent love) and opportunism (as in life politics). The result for agency is an

ambivalent, 'reflexive-monitoring' agent and, more recently, one that is in face

to face contact with emerging universal values. These latter are due to the

condition, characteristic of global society, of the 'absence of the other' and the

disarming power of 'manufactured uncertainties'.

Habermas appears to leave matters of personal agency and therapy to

developmental psychology. Yet, given the 'colonisation of the lifeworld by

systems', the political mechanics of coercion-free interaction and

understanding amongst subjects in communicative action promises much for

therapeutic and political intervention in personal and group situations that

should arise. Relative to Giddens's more descriptive and analytical approach,

his political theory sustains a more overt and pragmatic pursuit of the

emancipatory promises of the modernity project. It actively promotes

responsibility (Habermas 1979, xvii), accountability (Habermas 1976, xiv),

equality and avoidance of deception (Habermas 1987a, 378), most of which are

implied in Giddens's political democracy (Giddens 1992b, 184-185) and pure

relations.

So what value is K-C theory against Giddens's open and yet neutral

politics and Habermas's universalistic and restorative politics? It clarifies how

underlying mechanisms of interaction connect active agents and reflexive

systems. It claims that options emerge for individual and/or collective

therapy/politics from agents' ethical decision-making in a situation of open
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reciprocity. Here the agents are able to transform their dynamic lives and

systems. The politics of K-C theory are liberative to the extent that it assumes

the return to life-projects of a moral-ethical responsibility for self, society and

the world. In this it is inspired by the internal reflexivity of the modernity

project and the present need for 'confidence to act' in late modern or risk

society; to return transformative and healing power to personal and

interdependent lives if the theoretic and material consequences of modernity

are to be dealt with. In keeping with the wider critique of rationality, this

reflexive, causal model of agency acknowledges the constraining power of the

system or group but without extinguishing the transformative and healing

power of the knowledgeable agent. In this it is compatible with and develops

the ideas of Giddens and Habermas.
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CHAPTER 2

Classical and Contemporary Approaches to the Agent and

Agency

This chapter analyses significant variations to conceptualisations of the

agent and agency in selected classical and contemporary approaches. By this

means, I hope to indicate the ambiguities and tensions in the logics of classical

and contemporary approaches, to trace the fluctuating relevance of ethics after

Weber and to locate Giddens and Habermas. The position accorded to ethics is

deemed significant because ethics direct personal, pragmatic action. They are

crucial to accomplishing emancipation/or not and to the understanding of

agents or agency as emergent powers.

The controversy over agency originates within the Cartesian dictate of

cogito-ergo-sum which makes the spontaneous ego the foundation of Occidental

knowledge.. This dictate is responsible for the rigorous distinction between

subject and object (Bernstein 1983, 116). The problem is that because the ego, as

subject, is required to first objectify itself before it can come to know itself, and

because this objectification can only occur as a reflection that follows after the

immediate instance (Baldwin 1986, 115-116; Hohengarten 1992a, xiii-xiv), the

spontaneous ego escapes full knowledge of itself. Furthermore, the

assumption that we can only know or have knowledge from the standpoint of

the solitary thinker or solus ipso (Habermas 1984b, vii) meant that the social

and natural environments come to mean what the solitary ego understands

them to be. In this way non-intentional and structurally based avenues to

knowledge were excluded. This problem of inclusive and exclusive knowledge
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and of the attendant expectation that people can overcome nature and society

for the betterment of humanity has existed in social theory since the

Enlightenment.

These, for now, rather simplified descriptions of the philosophical

problems of subjectivity and modernity attracted renewed criticisms that

triggered the crisis of agency. Presently, the privileging of the cognitive-

instrumental relation of subjects to the world has been rejected and

replacements are many and varied. So long as the solitary ego and modernity

held sway, autonomous agency and the promise of an ever improving quality of

life were secure. But these expectations of autonomy and progress change or

disappear with the increasing criticism of subjectivity and modernity and the

emergence of alternative after-modernity-projects seeking to replace, transcend

or transform the dualism. Against this backdrop, my position is one of

analytical dualism which is fundamentally different to the Cartesian dualism

but not one seeking its demise. It is analytical because structure and agency

are considered as interdependent, and dualist because '...each is held to

possess its own emergent causal powers' (Willmott 1997, 95).

From the discussion, it will become clear that after Weber, ethics re-

emerges, less with Giddens's theoretic-analytic approach but more with the

theoretic-pragmatic paradigms of Habermas and Bhaskar. It will also become

evident that the conceptualisation of the agent as ego-based gives way to one

that is clearly more relational. For my thesis purposes, ethics refers generally

to standards of conduct and right/wrong judgements. 'When serious questions

of value arise, deliberation on who one is, and who one wants to be, yields

ethical advice concerning the good life' (McCarthy, T. 1990, vii). Ethics are

culturally supported self-interpretations and ideals of the good. They are

directly connected to morality and self-identity, hence my use of the integrated

concept moral/ethical agent or agency. However, Habermas makes an
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important categorical distinction between ethics and morality (1993, 6-7) which

is addressed on pages 54, 112-113, and 206-208.

Agency in modernity

The main ideas of Weber, Schutz, and Mead are the key sources of what

has come to be considered as the interpretive model of the Modern agent or

agency. Weber and Schutz are discussed because of their mutual concern for

the loss of meaning amongst actors and of the unity of purpose in society.

Weber's early and powerful conclusion that instrumental rationality and

bureaucracy have become 'iron cages' that destroy meaning, freedom and

creativity prompted Schutz to theorise the subjective processes of meaning

construction. Unlike Weber, Schutz did not see ethics as motivating action.

While both trace the origins of social relationships and structure to the

meaningful acts of individuals, Schutz is critical of Weber for not asking how

an actor's meaning is constituted (Schutz 1967, 8). Weber and Schutz are also

clearly dualists, whereas Mead is not (Baldwin 1986, 107).

The chief contemporary opponents of dualism and subjectivity are the

poststructuralists and postmodernists defined earlier in Chapter 1 (pages 3-4).

The ideas of the poststructurali:st Michel Foucault on agency and his

alternative paradigm of surveillance/deconstruction will be discussed as an

indicator of the antimodern trend. His approach is also an alternative with

strong enough support to suggest the need to test projects that seek to redeem

modernity for the adequacy with which they rekindle emancipation and

transformative agency.

In contrast to Foucault's claims, Giddens, Habermas and Bhaskar are

less dismissive of the modern agent or agency. Giddens and Habermas have

grand, interpretive and multifaceted theories that reflect the contemporary

philosophical interest in the reflexivity of agents and systems. Unlike
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Foucault, they seek to transcend the agent-structure dichotomies as part of

their efforts to redeem and transform the project of modernity. Foucault, on

the other hand, rejects the very ideas of the grand narratives and agent-

structure dichotomy. Giddens approaches his task using a loosely connected

body of metatheoretic concepts which are neutral on ethics in social conduct.

However, Habermas emphasises the universal conditions and procedures for

consensus as well as for ethics and morality. Roy Bhaskar's philosophy of

critical realism is a contemporary approach which recycles the dualism and

the concern with ethics. It countenances the dualism but advocates, in the first

instance, a multiplicity of causal social structures independent of and

interactive with each other. The causal agent is an emergent power in this

paradigm of material, social and intellectual causal structures.

Max Weber

Weber challenged the Enlightenment faith in reason and progress. He

argued that reason did not provide the new nonillusory centre of meaning to

culture that it claimed because purposive or mean-ends rationality came to

dominate modernity. This type of rationality was without any meaning or

unity to life. 'Rather, the disenchanted world is stripped of all ethical

meaning; it is devalued and objectified as the material and setting for

purposive-rational pursuit of interests. The gain in control is paid for with a

loss of meaning' (Habermas 1984b, xvii). Politics, the law and the economy do

not reflect the institutionalisation of reason but the domination of bureaucracy,

organisation and administration. The philosophers' hopes for reason have

turned out to be an 'iron cage' from which there is no escape - except an

existential one of tragic choice.

'Weber argued that social science could remain scientific and provide

explanation despite grounding its activity on the meaningful more than the
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immediately visible aspects of social action. The interpretive and intentional

activities of social actors continually produced and reproduced the social world.

Meanings did not exist separate from the events but were embodied in practical

life and decision making. Action was social to the extent that it takes account

of the behaviour of others, it is oriented in its course, from means to ends, and

to the extent that individuals can add subjective meaning to it. This latter

notion contradicted the positivist view that events were to be construed as free of

the value imperatives (Ekstrom 1992, 112). It was rather the case that social

reality was doubly-created between the meaning of the actor and the separate

but equally significant meaning of the observer (Weber 1947, 94; Giddens 1971,

146). This view of social reality acknowledged that actors were at times

unaware of the motives for their actions and the interpretation placed on these

by observers (Weber 1947, 97, 111-112).

Social structures or legitimate orders (Weber 1947, 124), in their turn,

emerged out of the joint 'constitutive operations' of actors and professional

observers (Johnson, Dandeker and Ashworth 1984, 80). Observer and actor are

close enough in their thinking to be able to make sense intersubjectively of each

other's meanings, motives, actions and consequences. Substantive reality is

made up of an indeterminable flux of events over time and in space. It followed

then that only partial accounts of historically grounded events were

legitimately available to social science and that social science was not to be

bound up with strictly linear and cumulative investigations (Gerth and Wright

Mills 1977, 51). Furthermore, Weber rejected the use of collective concepts, -

except as ideal types - for example, class, states, industrial firms or family,

that attribute the power of action to a collectivity because these are not

individual persons with subjectively understandable action (Weber 1947, 101),

and because interests and ideas of themselves could not effect social change as

actors (Giddens 1971, 151). It is rather the case that when reference is made to
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these contexts what is meant is '...only a certain kind of development of actual

or possible social actions of individual persons' (Weber 1947, 102).

Substantive social reality is also made up of social actions which Weber

has classified into four types according to their modes of orientation. Habitual

or traditional actions make up the bulk of everyday actions and are customary.

Affectual action is determined by the specific affects and states of feeling of the

actor. Absolute value action is rationally oriented to a conscious belief in the

irreducible value of ethical, aesthetic, religious or other form of behaviour '...,

entirely for its own sake and independently of any prospects of external

success' (Weber 1947, 115). Rational action is oriented to achieving an end after

the means and secondary results have been calculated. As these are pure

types, it would be unusual for a social action to be oriented in only one or the

other of these ways as it is to be expected that these four types are not

exhaustive.

Despite his interest in practical social action and the consequences of

decisions (Gerth and Wright Mills 1977, 9) as the subject matter of sociology,

Weber concerned himself also with typological studies of economic and historic

phenomena (Gerth and Wright Mills 1977, 54). To this end he characterised

modernity as the rise of bureaucracy and the separation of the State and

Capitalism (Weber 1977, 82). It came about through the mechanisms of

differentiation and specialisation. Yet, in keeping with his interest in

subjective understanding and in the politics of Germany at the time, he took the

view that for political power to be used justly and responsibly the issue of ethics

in social action needed addressing (1977, 115). Ethics in this sense referred to

standards of behaviour that are without any attached moral or righteous

implications of 'being in the right' (1977, 118), because political ethics were

better :not soured by these latter implications. He suggested that the ethical

conduct of agents may be guided by an ethic of ultimate ends or an ethic of
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responsibility (1977, 120-121). The ethic of ultimate ends refers to an agent's

dogmatic adherence to pure intentions, with a sense of having exemplary

value, despite the consequences leading to setbacks, '...the meaning of the

action does not lie in the achievement of a result ulterior to it, but in carrying

out the specific type of action for its own sake' (Weber 1947, 116). An example

would be the pursuit of a radical socialist ideology without regard to actual

consequences. The ethic of responsibility refers to taking account of the

foreseeable results before adherence to pure intentions, as in instrumental

rationality required in political activity. Arguing that one cannot subscribe for

another either the ethic of absolute ends or that of responsibility, Weber

concludes that '...an ethic of ultimate ends and an ethic of responsibility are not

absolute contrasts but rather supplements, which only in unison constitute a

genuine man -... (1977, 127). It would be very unusual for concrete social action

to be oriented in only one or other of these ways (Weber 1947, 117; Levine 1981,

20).

Weber is mindful that ethics are prone to imperfection (Habermas 1984b,

xvii). The pragmatic attainment of ethically 'good' ends may require using

morally dubious means (Weber 1977, 121). Weber believes that this dilemma or

'...- the experience of the irrationality of the world -...' (1977, 123), has lead to

multiple, and especially religious, explanations of reality with accompanying

ethical codes and paradoxes for resolving it. Ethics do not operate from a

vacuum. They draw from values or rationally unjustifiable commitments

(Habermas 1984b, xviii). Politics too is not a sphere of reason but of decision

and power. However, the very special difference with political ethics is the

issue of the legitimate use of violence as means.

In his essay Politics as a Vocation (1977), Weber also discusses how the

struggle of charismatic leaders against the institutionalised interest of

'notables' impacted upon the cross cultural or national development of
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'plebiscitarian democracy' (1977, 103). He considered charismatic leadership to

be one of three legitimate or rationally appropriate forms of domination

experienced through political bureaucracies (Weber 1977, 79), the others being

tradition and the law. These leaders are self-appointed personalities - usually

religious, military or political heroes - that are followed in times of crisis or

institutional disintegration by those who believe them to be extraordinarily

qualified individuals. Their function as persons of social action is considered

as sociologically significant. He is careful though to mention that these

'liberating' leaders are '...nowhere the only decisive figures...' (1977, 80) as they

have at their disposal auxiliary means such as material rewards, the

implements of administration and control of the use of physical violence.

Weber's model of the agent is one of a free, creative, self-determining

being concerned primarily with meanings. However, Weber has been

criticised for claiming that all types of social relations are reduced to individual

behaviour (Harries 1970, 66). It is argued that this claim is not true because

class, the economy and government influence the life chances of individuals as

well. Furthermore, '...by tracing out the routinization of charisma ...' (Gerth

and Wright Mills 1977, 54), Weber is seen also to assign great importance to

institutional routines. So individuals are either actors of social roles or social

products. Then, Weber's conception of agent power as essentially instrumental

or goal oriented action is not well received by Giddens (Giddens 1981, 49) who

places emphasis on unconscious motivation. Giddens is also critical of

Weber's lack of concern for how actors sustain a sense of the objective world.

For Habermas too, Weber's concept of instrumental rationality is essentially too

narrow (Brand 1990, 77; Ray 1993, xvi). Then, Habermas de-emphasises the

significance of the constituting and purposive agent that Weber viewed as the

focus for social scientists. Notwithstanding the shortcomings of his

interpretive strategy, Weber upheld the canons of the scientific method through
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his quest for logical consistency, evidence and disclosure of sources (Giddens

1971, 147). Later, the power of Weber's critique of instrumental rationality and

the loss of meaning and unity in modern society was amplified by Adorno and

Horkheimer. They brought greater depths of antipathy to the idea of the

domination of the means-ends paradigm which Habermas, in his turn, later

restrained and redirected but more of this in Chapter 4 (pages 94-95).

Alfred Schutz

Social action as defined by Max Weber received close criticism and

modification from Schutz. Weber postulated that the cultural sciences can

attribute subjective meaning to the behaviour of an individual. Further to this,

individual action is social to the extent that it '...takes account of the behaviour

of others, and is thereby oriented in its course.' (Schutz 1967, 144); meaningful

acts are intentional or passive. Schutz, on the other hand, used intentional

consciousness directed toward the other self as other for his starting point, not

action, or behaviour. Social action is intentional (planned) subjective activity

'... distinguished from all other lived experiences by a peculiar Act of attention'

(Schutz 1967, 215). It is a personal experience in process and culminates in the

completed act which it had set out to accomplish. The execution of the project

is what distinguishes action from behaviour. Defining social action as

projected behaviour solves the problem of the unity of an action, which is a

problem crucial to interpretive sociology. Meaning is not attached to an action

as with Weber; an action is meaningless without the subjective project it

defines.

But the subjective meaning of an individual is problematic in that we

know that :it exists; we know that all people experience it; and yet we also know

that we cannot fully grasp the subjective meaning of another. Yet, sociology

cannot ignore this problem of subjective meaning, and Alfred Schutz
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responded to it in his Phenomenology of the Social World (1967) and Collected

Papers Vol II (1971) and Vol I (1973)

Schutz built his phenomenological theory and methodology upon two key

concepts: that of the consciousness of the social actor and that of the stock of

knowledge that is in the lifeworld. For him the starting point of social reality is

the '...intentional conscious experiences directed toward the other self' (Schutz

1967, 144), Meaning inheres in a succession of 'I' perspectives brought to bear

on subjective experiences. It follows therefore that objective meanings are not

constraining. Social behaviour as such emerges in the form of spontaneous

activity of the 'knowing self. Despite his focus on language and interpretive

procedures for establishing the presence of 'the other', Schutz relegates the

existence of intersubjectively apprehended others to the constituting power of

the ego. Each 'ego' creates 'the other' via consciousness of the presence of 'the

other'. A].1 egos constitute the social world in similar ways. The subject

creates 'the other' and the social world as an object to self (Johnson et al. 1984,

98). In this project of consciousness or the ego there is little sense of the

material world that is outside of the ego and human intentionality.

Importantly, phenomenologists do not divide the subjective context from

the objective context in any real sense. The dichotomy is aimed at providing

explanation of the phenomenological interest in meaning. The world of

everyday life is part of an intersubjective world of meanings. The material

world reflects these meanings (assumptions, beliefs, traditions etc.) that

underly it. Schutz understands that the everyday world, in the natural.

attitude, has these meanings operative at a level of the 'taken for granted'. He

attempts to reach these subterranean layers of individual meanings

scientifically. (This level of meaning is below the everyday levels of one trying

to influence the behaviour or thoughts of another (Schutz 1967, 141)). Access to

these meanings can only be gained by treating them as 'objects of thought', that
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is, objects of science. Put differently, he seeks to objectify the subjective

meanings, but this is not the same as seeking synthesis of the two.

So how do agents construct their world in this theory? Actors live in their

subjective experiences and reflect on them. Direct experiences of the world are

reflected upon by using concepts and judgements. Actors '...thus explain their

experiences of the world, understanding them by means of interpretive

schemes' (Schutz 1967, 32). Actors attribute objective meaning to signs and

expressions. As ideal objectives these are meaningful and intelligible in their

own right, anonymous in character and invariant. The interpretation of ideal

objectives presupposes a scheme that is on hand to begin with - a stock of

knowledge - even if its selection is dependent on the individual.

In the face-to-face situation or the We-relationship, two people (as separate

streams of consciousness) share like time and space. This concept is a limiting

concept, that is, its pure form is not available in real life. All other forms of

social relation draw their character from this face-to-face immediacy. I am

born into a basic We-relationship and can experience your subjective meaning

'...only to the extent that I directly experience you within an actualized content-

filled We-relationship' (Schutz 1967, 166). Living in a We-relationship means

having a common stream of consciousness. The intersubjective world can only

be constituted from this face-to-face relationship, and here it is that the in-order

to and genuine because-motives come into the play of social interaction as

reciprocal motives.

Outside of the We-relationship or the world of consociates are three other

social 'worlds of diminishing consequences for the individual meaning. These

are the world of the contemporaries or persons living at the same time but

outside of the We-relationship; the world of predecessors who have passed on a

world of meanings and experiences and as such have had impact on the world

of contemporaries; and the world of successors whose influence upon the
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contemporaries is minimal. Transition between these worlds is limited to the

world of contemporaries and of predecessors and this too is minimal.

The concept of the 'Thou-relationship' is used to refer to relationships with

people in the world of contemporaries. People in this world share a common

stock of knowledge that provides meanings, recipes and skills for coping with

the concrete world of everyday life. Ideal types, that may be processual or

personal in essence, are derived from the stock of knowledge about the world

and they are constructs of average meaning that prescribe typical action for

typical actors in typical situations. 'The subjective meaning that an individual

ascribes to the types are normally those that are expected, but in the event of a

crisis or conflict then the type will succumb to changes of meaning ascribed by

the acting individual exercising free choice. Such crises are infrequent and

generally involve the system of relevances that are contained in the stock of

knowledge.

Finally, Schutz develops the idea of multiple realities or bodies of

knowledge that are part of everyday life and yet distinct from each other. The

idea is in keeping with his postulate that humans classify their experience in

schemes of knowledge (Schutz 1967, 218). Examples include science, religion,

dreams, economics, music, etcetera. Transference from any one of these

realms to another can only be achieved by way of a 'leap' or an epoche and this

would require some form of a 'shock'. Each realm has the potential for sub-

universes of meanings (Schutz 1971, 145) which can be adhered to by separate

groups. The world of everyday life retains paramountcy over any such leaps

which are then followed by a return to reality. Schutz attempts a 'leap' when

he postulates the bracketing of the natural science in favour of the divestation of

energy into the study of the world of everyday life and subjective meaning.

(This is then contradicted by his pre-occupation with methodological

objectivity.) The germ of an idea of multiple realities is not too distant from the
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concern of postmodern writers for a polycentric approach to social reality and

from the incumbent problem of transference between centres of knowledge.

Like Habermas after him, Schutz is interested in the fate of democracy

against the danger of an ineffective public sphere, in this case, public opinion

formulated on the weight of that exemplified by the 'man on the street' (Schutz

1971, 134). A brief look at Schutz's methodological essay The Well-Informed

Citizen (1971) will make this clear. The phenomenological method is 'theoretic

analysis', so ideal types or homunculi, that is, anonymous and typical

constructs, are created by the scientist who applies these to a subject or

situation of interest. The facts, events, actors (and their consciousness) are

selected on the basis of the interests and relevances of the scientist. In The

Well-Informed Citizen, Schutz uses the methodological set 'expert', 'man on

the street' and 'well-informed citizen' to examine the relationship between the

social distribution of knowledge and 'interest' as experienced in everyday life

(Schutz 1971, 122). Interest motivates what we think, plan and do.

For this analysis, Schutz has combined common sense understandings

with theoretic conceptual descriptions or types. His explanation does not

enmesh theory as a precursor of what social reality should become, as with

classical Marxism. This does not mean that Schutz rejects the possible

influence of other systems of imposed relevances Umber 1984, 121), but that he

delegates greater responsibility to th e well-informed citizen. His argument is

that the public opinion of the man-on-the-street - guided by sentiments,

passions, unclarified views and pursuit of happiness (Schutz 1971, 122) - could

well obstruct the well-informed citizen's appeal to liberty. This is because of the

increasing proportion of imposed relevances over the intrinsic ones (Schutz

1971, 126-127). It is the naive interpretation of the man on the street which will

then prevail over the reasonably founded opinions of the well informed citizen.

'It is the duty and the privilege, therefore, of the well-informed citizen in a
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democratic society to make his private opinion prevail over the public opinion of

the man on the street' (Schutz 1971, 134).

The most poignant paradoxes immanent to Schutz's logic are; that

grasping the subjective meaning of individuals as he sets out to do, is by his

own declaration impossible, because we are not able to know fully what the

Other is thinking; and that humans are 'free to obey' prescriptive typifications.

Critics have pointed out that Schutz's attempt to synthesise subjective and

objective meanings in his use of the 'ideal type' is a feeble and inappropriate

synthesis (Popkin 1967, 217; Gorman 1975, 16). When ideal types are

understood as fixed entities in the positivist sense, then these methodological

constructs are not capable of containing explicit knowledge because they are

continually being transformed in order to accommodate individual experience

and understandings. They are not capable of objectifying subjective meanings

for the same reason, that is, shifting individual experience and understanding.

Nevertheless, explicit knowledge and objectification are both specific objectives

of Schutz's project. The contradicticn between the homunculi (or ideal types

with prescribed and attendant motives) and the self determined action of the

free actor is not easily resolvable (Gorman 1975, 8).

Schutz's use of a model of an actor who is intentional, creative and

autonomous is open to contradiction as well. Individuals choose, intend and

accomplish, but in his explanation of their interaction within the lifeworld

Schutz describes the actors as wilfully electing to submit to the dictates of the

culture. Members are conceived as free to obey (Ritzer 1983, 203) and yet the

social 'world is conceived as culturally determining. This contradiction in

Schutz is not adequately resolved Ey his vague concept of 'the causality of

freedom' (Gorman 1975, 8).

Furthermore, Schutz's explanation of daily life supports the status quo,

and his bracketing of social scie:ace from criticising or modifying the
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commonplace is inappropriate. His project lacks rational political action

(Hindess 1972, 23) and neither can it come to terms with a creative response of

people to their environment, for example, non-conforming behaviour as in a

responsible demonstration (Gorman 1975, 13-17). In like vein, Giddens

criticises Schutz for avoiding the objective consequences of social action

(Giddens 1976, 32). He also criticises Schutz for overlooking motive, interests,

unintended consequences and unacknowledged circumstances as constraining

upon consciousness. Habermas, like Hindess, is critical of Schutz's

implication that the commonality of the lifeworld does not admit of

disagreement and revision (Habermas 1987a, 131-132).

However, Schutz's emphasis on the construction of the social world on the

basis of face-to-face relations correctly emphasised the immediacy of

experience-based knowledge, and also allows a 'certitude' for the extension of

this knowledge to other less immediate spheres of the social world. In these

indications he is supported by Giddens and Habermas. The thesis of face-to-

face relations is also true for the generation of values and ethics in the social

world, even though the latter are not a central part of Schutz's focus. As a

project of the interpretive school, Schutz's phenomenology has propagated the

place of subjective meaning in sociology alongside that of Symbolic

Interactionism. Phenomenological sociology has a diversity of methods and of

entry points to analysis notwithstanding that Schutz's marriage of the

transcendental examination of Ego consciousness and a mundane

phenomenology of the natural attitude has been less than totally successful

(Hall 1977, 269).

George Herbert Mead

Symbolic interactionism or the theory of the acquisition of a 'self and

'identity' through language and 'taking the role of the other', has its source in
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the work of George Herbert Mead and its development in the work of Herbert

Blumer.

For Weber and Schutz, individual meaning is deemed the source and

origin of the social meaning, but a primary concern for Mead is the question of

how self and society influence and change each other (Mead 1962, 199-203). His

is an early attempt at a non-dualist approach to mind and body. The self arises

in the world as part of the whole social process '...which implies interaction of

individuals in the group, [and] implies the pre-existence of the group' (Mead

1962, 164). As the self always remains part of the social process, it evolves and

develops in stages, which differ amongst individuals, through a dynamic

interplay with society. 'Taking the role of the other' or seeing themselves as

objects as other people do, is a necessary part of the emergence of the self.

There are several stages in this development of the self through role

taking (Mead 1962, 144-152). First, by learning to use language, children are

able to hear their own use of symbols and their thoughts in a manner that

makes these objects to themselves. Symbols have a similar meaning for all,

behaviour is similar and co-operation is sought after. Sign and symbol mediate

identity recognition by others who are also involved in changing it. Second, by

playing the roles of others, children use parts of these roles to build a self (Mead

1962, 150). The self is modelled upon other selves some of whom may be more

significant than others. Third, there is the game stage. Before this the child

has '...no definite character, no definite personality' (Mead 1962, 159). Games

allow children to organise their own responses to the rules taking into account

the actions of the whole group. Role playing is fragmentary but games demand

a more organised self. They help the child to think in terms of intersubjective

coherence or 'the generalised other' From which, in the long run, all the agent

selves constitute themselves. 'What goes on in the game goes on in the life of

the child all the time' (Mead 1962, 160). The 'generalised other' teaches the
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child to cope with structured social situations because it represents abstract

social selves.

Because the self is structured from outside to inside and it emerges in

relation to the selves of other group members, the structure of personal 'mind'

reflects, to a large measure, the structure of society and the community (Mead

1962, 202), that is, rules, roles and institutions. Socialisation structures the

mind and self in two ways: by fostering common traits, as in 'the generalised

self and institutions, and by fostering unique, distinctive personal traits (Mead

1962, 201), as in a reflective consciousness. The outcome is that each self has a

sense of belonging and a sense of being different. Furthermore, an agent may

display a multiplicity of selves within a unified self. One self may respond in

one way to a particular set of social reactions and another self to a different set

(Mead 1962, 143). This multiplicity is normal because of the agent's capacity to

take the role of several different others (Mead 1962, 142). Nevertheless, the

impact upon the self of events or conflicts can lead to a disintegration and

restructuring of the old self. Problematic situations in particular can require

new relationships between the self and others, society or the environment

(Baldwin 1986, 114). In the event of disintegration, existing, multiple social

values and information become the source of a reconstructed, larger self.

Reference to social values draws attention to the 'I' and 'me' distinction

within the self that Mead advances. The 'I' is the subject or the self that acts.

The 'me' is the object that is seen from, and when, adopting the role of the

other. These two parts serve different functions. The 'I' is creative or the

source of spontaneity and innovative actions: the 'me' imposes structure

through controls and regulation of the self, based on social values. The 'me' is

a censor (Mead 1962, 210) keeping the unsocial facets of the 'I' under control but

it does not operate as unthinking obedience to society because of the individual

capacity for reflexivity (Baldwin 1986, 119), and because of the influence of
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people in social relations around the actor (Mead 1962, 213). Mead saw the 'I'

and 'me' as functioning smoothly together in the highly developed structured

self and as necessary for the smooth functioning of society. Without these two

phases of the self there '...could not be conscious responsibility, and there

would be nothing novel in experience' (Mead 1962, 178). This ability to unify the

societal and the individual processes is a great strength of Mead's theory.

Also, in light of the criticisms of the foundationalism of the Cartesian dictate,

Mead's view of human interaction is advantaged by a sense of '...ambiguity and

undecidability...' (Tucker Jr. 1993, 202).

Mead is clear that the self cannot be conceived dualistically, as separate

from the social processes or the body, because it is a unity which rests in the

social processes and the body. He emphases '...the temporal and logical pre-

existence of the social process to the self-conscious individual that arises in it'

(Mead 1962, 186). Nevertheless, he acknowledges the metaphysical problem of

agency due to the philosophy of consciousness, - '..how a person can be both 'I'

and 'me',...' (Mead 1962, 173) - in his discussion of the 'I' and 'me' dichotomy.

His interest though is only '...to ask for the significance of this distinction from

the point of view of conduct itself (Mead 1962, 173). Yet, it is the case that the

'I' cannot be observed. It lies beyond the immediate experience and so all

attempts at observation reveal the 'me' instead (Baldwin 1986, 116). So Mead

approaches this problem in terms of memory (Mead 1962, 174). The result is

that the 'I' can only be inferred from retrospective observation of the 'me'. It is

only after the act is done that we are aware of what has been done. It also

means that we can never completely know ourselves and '...that we surprise

ourselves by our own actions' (Mead 1962, 174). Here again the foundational

power of consciousness and intentionality espoused by the Cartesian dictum is

put to doubt.
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Despite Mead's combined explanation of individuality and the

maintenance of society (Brand 1990, 75) Giddens is critical of the diminished

sense of 'constitution' identified for the creative agent by 'the generalised other'

and of the sense of legitimation for a dominant and prescriptive ideology. To

this can be added the criticism that symbolic interactionism is unable to

explain the critical role of the agent for change in the dominant system or

ideology. This requires a clearer view of the instruments and decision-making

mechanisms used by the agent in behaviour and interaction.

Habermas reinforces the symbolic interactionist use of language as the

means for attaining 'self . He adds to this use of language the ideas that

subject-subject communication is enabling of agent intent and that individual

validity claims are discernible through the differentiation of language (Brand

1990, 68). Yet Habermas is critical of Mead's inability to account for the precise

genesis of the generalised other (Habermas 1984b, xxi) and of his neglect of the

achievement of mutual understanding by actors through the internal

structures of language (Habermas 1987a, 5, 27). On the other side of

Habermas's criticisms, it must be said that Mead was concerned with the

specifically modern self and its source in society and the other. This did mean

though, that his project was without '...an historical account of why and how it

emerged when it did' (Parker 1989, E5). This last criticism will become clearer

in the discussion of agency in Foucault and Habermas.

So to summarise the conceptualisations of agency in modernity, the

foundationalism of the solitary thinker and the unity of meaning dictated by the

legacy of the dualism was noticeably under strain in the social sciences as they

evolved as part of the providential hopes for society in the Enlightenment.

Weber's focus on the loss of meaning through instrumental rationality led to

renewed significance for subjectivity and the double creation of a meaningful
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social world by agents and observers. Schutz's determination to examine

scientifically the capability of the subject to make meaning, shifted focus to the

responsible duty of the well-informed and ethical citizen to restore democracy.

Between them, Weber and Schutz kept alive the modern pre-occupation with

freedom, equity and the power of the subject. Mead was a touch more neutral,

preferring instead to focus on the partnership of the intersubjective and

personal 'self and 'identity' which was in keeping with his interest in social

psychology. His turn to language signalled a significant shift in the agency-

structure manner of using the philosophy of consciousness. It also signalled

the advent of a new way to explain intersubjective unity; one in which

autonomous agency and political ethics were being undermined. How were

agents to make an impact on their social world? In late modern society, how

was this to be done in a world becoming more and more complex and

diversified? Questions such as these are now more important than ever.

Together with disaffection with the foundationalism of the solitary Ego, the

resurgence of conservative institutional structures and the rising expectations

of minority or dispossessed groups, such questions inspired contemporary and

competing approaches to modernity, agency and the agent.

Agency in some contemporary approaches

Contemporary approaches to agency offer more than a modification of the

immanent logic of the dualism as has been done in the classics discussed

above. They seek to dismantle the dualism or to replace it with even more

decentred definitions of the subject and society than Mead's. Also, by

definition, replacing ego-centred consciousness implies that these approaches,

save for Foucault, take notice of the effect of the unconscious in agency. In the

discussion to follow, Foucault's negation of subjectivity and agency is pivotal

both as a measure of the debate surrounding dualism and modernity and of the
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threat to agency and ethics. In contrast, Giddens and Habermas seek to revive

the merits of modernity and or ethics, while attempting respectively to

circumvent or to replace the dualism.

Michel Foucault

Foucault's critique opposes altogether the legitimacy of the

foundationalism of dualism and its 'ego centred' approach to knowledge,

replacing it with discourses of power. Relative to Weber, Schutz, Mead,

Giddens and Habermas, his '...theory allows no meaning, no subjectivity, no

spontaneity, no mutual understanding' (Isenberg 1991, 305). Instead he

postulates an 'unfree' agent dominated by power systems. He '...declares

"man" to be nonexistent' (Habermas 1987b, 296). Even bodies are defined for the

agent by the dominant discourse or narrative of the social world (White 1991,

69). As a hallmark of modernity, emancipation is not an issue because power

is what power does through the discourse. Here the autonomous (or self-

determining, self-conscious and self-aware) agent has disappeared.

Foucault's aim is to negate not just the dualism but subjectivity in particular.

As in his example of the Panopticon, Foucault's critique of modernity

centres around the relationship, within a discourse, of surveillance to

knowledge and power. He is not concerned with material causation as much

as with the interaction of particular events and the manner in which

knowledge and power, brought to bear upon these acts, dominate the reactions

of people (Foucault to Martin 1988, 14). There is no escape from the narrative of

the modern self because of the deeply rooted and institutionalised practice,

derived from the earlier medieval practice of Confession, of finding seduction

within and because '...we are always in a self-illusion which hides the secret'

(Foucault 1988, 46). This means thai, agents take upon themselves the attitudes

and skills of the dominant discourse which they then perpetuate in the social
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institutions at large in contradiction to the modernist presumption of freedom

and intentionality. Parker refers to this entrapment idea of Foucault as a

'double-bind' (1989, 57) and sees the subject as enslaved from within by

responsible agency and from without by the structures of surveillance. Unlike

Mead, Foucault supports his analysis of the relationship of self-awareness and

discourse of power by tracing the historic development of the prevalent

techniques of power in modernity. His method is to link them to techniques in

earlier epochs and to highlight the continuities and discontinuities. The

method used in this process is '..., a genealogy of how the self constituted itself

as subject' (Martin, Gutman and Hutton 1988, 4 ).

One such technique is the technology of power: it is one practical social

matrix amongst three other technologies. The other technologies are those of

production, of sign systems and of the self and while they hardly ever function

separately, each is associated with a certain type of domination. Each implies

certain modes of training and modification of individuals' skills and attitudes

(Foucault 1988, 18). Of immediate relevance to the discourses around agency,

is Foucault's discussion of the relationship between the technologies of power

and the self; most particularly because of his acknowledgement that this

relationship has been neglected due to his earlier emphasis upon the

technologies of domination and power (Foucault 1988, 19). It is important to

remember here that Foucault's discussion of the techniques of the self is made

against the backdrop of his rebuttal of the supposedly universal humanist

model of humanity, derived through social science, and his view that this

model of the human as autonomous producer '...may not be universal but may

be quite relative to a certain situation...' and furthermore '...that there are

more secrets, more possible freedoms, and more inventions in our future than

we can imagine in humanism...' (Foucault to Martin 1988, 15).
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In the article Technologies of the Self (1988), Foucault explores the impact

of several Ancient and Pre-Modern techniques for constructing the self and

their impact upon modern precepts. In each he is careful to show the

interaction of theory and the associated practice. For this excavation, he traces

the effect of the Greco-Roman philosophical injunctions to 'take care of oneself

and 'know yourself upon the techniques used by Stoics, Cynics and Epicureans

(Foucault 1988, 26) and later, upon the Christian monks. He shows how these

injunctions shape a variety of rules and skills for living that prepare the self to

reach an earthly or heavenly goal. Put differently, they direct a life narrative

that is prized from within a particular epoch and realised through constant

practice (Foucault 1988, 21). It follows that where '...there are different forms

of care, there are different forms of self (Foucault 1988, 22).

Here I use four of these techniques to capture the essence of his

genealogical methodology and critique. It is of interest that the techniques

excavated by Foucault here seem to imply that agents use mechanisms or

processes of 'action'. The combined result of his genealogical methodology and

critique of power attribute a sense of insignificance to agent power but this does

not equate to his absolute neglect of agents' existence. He underplays their part

in the invention of self in preference for the overriding criticism that narratives

dominate agents. Early Neoplatonii and Hellenistic techniques use dialogue,

writing arid (later) examination of conscience (Foucault 1988, 27) with the

emphasis being on what you did, not what you thought. Later, in one of the

Stoic (imperial) philosophical movements, the master/teacher relationship and

a culture of silence is developed (Foucault 1988, 32). One listened for the truth

in a lecture while looking and listening for the truth within the self. Here the

earlier dialectical practice has disappeared. Instead one adjusts between what

one set out to do and what was actually done according to the rules of conduct

one had acquired for oneself: there is no exactation of guilt, just a remembering
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of rules developed by the subject for the self (Foucault 1988, 35). Another Stoic

technique included meditation and self-training through denial '...to establish

and test the independence of the individual with regard to the external world'

(Foucault 1988, 37). Other intermediate practices for self-purification existed

between these two poles. This second Stoic tradition also did not include the

search to eradicate some hidden, inner seduction (Foucault 1988, 38).

Finally, of the Christian practices conceived to disclose the self, Foucault

emphasises the Penitent and Confession, both of which involve self-

punishment or admonishment as the means to voluntary self-revelation

(Foucault 1988, 42). A penitent superimposed truth about the self through

symbolic, ritualistic and theatrical dissociation from the former self. In

confession, the verbalising and teacher/master exercises of the Stoics blend

with Christian techniques (Foucault 1988, 44). Christian monastic self-

examination operates on the principles of obedience and contemplation.

Obedience is not self-improvement as in the Greco-Roman practice, but '...is a

sacrifice of the self, of the subject's own will' (Foucault 1988, 45).

Contemplation involves locating o=ne's thoughts continually on God. This

technique is concerned with thought more than with action so as to discern

between present, not past, thought that leads to or away from God. 'The

scrutiny is based on the idea of a secret concupiscence' (Foucault 1988, 46) and

the technique prescribed is disclosure to a superior and the permanent

verbalisation of one's thoughts. In this way, the monk came to self-

understanding.

In his excavation of techniques of the self, Foucault's point is to highlight

the resilience and power of verbally renouncing one's will and self in Western

cultures. He argues that verbalising techniques '...have been reinserted in a

different context by the so-called human sciences in order to use them without

renunciation of the self but to constitute, positively, a new self (Foucault 1988,
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49). This means first a self freed from the surveillance context of penitential

Christian techniques, and second that the construction of the new self remains

dependent upon the type of social science discourses and related techniques.

One could therefore anticipate that explicit or implicit discourses of late

modernity and postmodernity on the nature of agency in contemporary society,

as narratives of the self, are in need of critique. Such critique would focus upon

the practices and philosophies within the present condition of theory and the

lifeworld.

The strength of Foucault's work is in the demonstration of the routine

nature of power in the constitution of self. Discourses of power are shown to be

constraining or enabling rather than merely hidden dialogues in self-

construction. He succeeds in showing how new ways of thinking emerged and

that these have related political overtones (Foucault to Martin R. 1988, 14). It

follows that the prevailing technologies of the self then have a clear connection

to politics and therapy in late modernity.

Habermas makes some telling criticisms of Foucault (1992b, 178). He

suggests interestingly, that Foucault's work does not escape the Cartesian

double-bind of the speaking subject that is object to its own statement; the very

notion which lead him to renounce this form of foundationalism amongst the

social sciences or 'thinkers of order'. He challenges the direction of Foucault's

unyielding critique of modernity in the question 'How can Foucault's self-

understanding as a thinker in the tradition of the Enlightenment be compatible

with his unmistakable critique of precisely this form of knowledge, which is

that of modernity?' (Habermas 1992b, 176). Futhermore, how is it that

Foucault, who denounced the will to knowledge in power formations of

modernity, in his later years, came to portray this 'will to knowledge' approach

as heir to Kant's earlier diagnostic quest for 'a modernity engaged in self-

reassurance' (Habermas 1992b, 178)?
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Foucault's idea of knowledge 'circulating in practices throughout the body

of society' has been criticised as '...riven by contradictions, differences of

interpretation and conflicts of interest' (Parker 1989, 58). While acknowledging

that complex thought of this type 'produces instructive contradictions' which

do not diminish its impact, Habermas is critical of Foucault's vision of the

social sciences as both harbouring insidious disciplinary forces and as being

an arbitrary period in intellectual history (1992b, 177). And by overlooking the

relevance of the contemporary moment, Foucault denies himself the normative

standards that the transformation of human activity requires. Neither can he

therefore give attention to moral-pragmatic processes of agency or actors in late

modernity.,

Giddens concedes to the merit of Foucault's theory of power for discerning

the many competing truths of the world (Giddens 1994a, 252) but without

succumbing to what Giddens sees a; its seductive fatalism and temptation to

impotence. He holds the view that the construction of self is much more

dynamic in late modernity than Foucault's notion of a specific 'technology' can

allow. Society is much more 'open' than this. He suggests instead that self-

construction is '...more or less continuous interrogation of past, present and

future' (Giddens 1992b, 30). Furthermore, for Giddens the Nietzchean view,

evident in. Foucault, does not lead to greater tolerance of a cosmopolitan or

multinational world but to one of multiple and clashing fundamentalisms

(Giddens 1994a, 252). Giddens upholds instead the Cartesian principle of the

methodological doubt - that every thing is reversible - because it upholds

dialogue and discursive justification (Giddens 1994a, 252-253).

Foucault's emphasis on genealogical methodology, and his theory of

power with its seeming attribution of futility for agency, distinguishes his work

markedly from that of Giddens, Habermas and Bhaskar. Unlike the analysis

and debate for Weber, Schutz, Mead and Foucault, my initial discussion of
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Giddens, Habermas and Bhaskar will delay criticisms and justifications of

their projects until Chapters 3, 4 and 6 respectively when each of them is

discussed at length. For now their warrants and different mappings of agency

and ethics will be put out for comparison and contrast.

Anthony Giddens

Giddens is critical both of Foucault's view that the modern self is

constructed by a specific technology (Giddens 1992b, 30) and of the postmodern

view that the globalisation of modernity means '...the dissolution of the subject

into a 'world of signs" with no centre' (Giddens 1992a, 177). Instead he

redefines rather than dismisses the autonomous agent or agency. Then, in

place of a philosophical restructuring of the problem of rationality and

subjectivity, in the manner of Habermas, he adopts a loosely linked set of

sensitising concepts to describe analytically what he variously calls 'high' or

'late' or 'radical' modernity. In contrast to rationality as base, he responds to

the antimodernists by emphasising ontological security and anxiety as

motivations to dynamic human agency. The unconscious and emotions are

therefore not put aside.

Because high modernity or post-traditional society is complex, the

construction of self-identity is 'open'. It is for everyone a reflexive project

constituted in duality with abstract systems and '...the most distinctive

connection between abstract systems and the self is to be found in the rise of

modes of therapy and counselling of all kinds' (Giddens 1991, 33). Therapy

then is an expression of the reflexivity of the self which '..., like the broader

institutions of modernity, balances opportunity and potential catastrophe in

equal measure' (Giddens 1991, 3 ,4). But how therapy relates to ethical

judgements in the construction of a life project and the manner in which such

judgements are arrived at in the process of healing are not clear.
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It is noteworthy that Giddens does not wholely support the view that

modern institutions are pathological to the extreme. He prefers to recognise in

the uncertainties of modernity, or risk society, the presence of opportunity - and

this even in the situation of entirely unknown outcomes or manufactured

uncertainty. He does not see his approach as cavalier, arguing instead for a

pragmatic and critical outlook in the face of the risks that technological and

communication advances impinge upon agents, cultures and global society.

Specific to agency in this outlook is his view that life passages '...give particular

cogency to the interaction of risk and opportunity..., although by no means

exclusively, when they are in substantial degree initiated by the individual

whom they affect' (Giddens 1991, 79). Unlike with Mead, the key reference

points in these interactions are set 'from the inside' (Giddens 1991, 80).

On the matter of the postmodern or antimodern critique mentioned earlier

in Chapter 1, Giddens is clear that '...phenomena often labeled as post-modern

actually concern the experience of living in a world in which presence and

absence mingle in historically novel ways' (Giddens 1992a, 177).

(Postmodernity is not the end of modernity but rather its extension (Giddens

1992a, 150)). The outcome of this intermingling is less '...an expression of

cultural fragmentation...' (Giddens 1992a, 177) than it is '...a process of the

simultaneous transformation of subjectivity and global social organisation,

against a troubling backdrop of high-consequence risk' (Giddens 1992a, 177).

And against such a backdrop Giddens begins to talk of universal ethical

principles emerging to unite glcbalisation against fragmentation and

contextualisation (Giddens 1994a, 252). Such ethics include the sanctity of

human life and rights to happiness and self-actualisation. They carry the

obligation to promote cosmopolitan solidarity and respect for non-human

agencies (Giddens 1994a, 253). The task remains for Giddens to show how his

reflexive, monitoring agents are to manage their uncertain worlds, personally
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and interdependently, through their life projects: a task that requires him to

weigh the impact of decision-making in the day to day duality of life projects

and systems.

Jurgen Habermas

Haberrnas's critique of rationality and modernity underscores the power

of Weber's critique of instrumental rationality and replaces the philosophy of

consciousness with commuicative reason. Schutz had responded to Weber by

seeking to restore meaning and refine subjectivity 'whereas Habermas's

response seeks a new definition of subjectivity through communicative reason.

Luhmann, an interlocutor of Habermas, also seeks an alternative

conceptualisation of society and the individual through communication.

However, for Luhmann, society is a system that consists solely of

communications (Luhmann 1986, 3-4) and individuals are defined as

personality systems different from their environments (1986, 15-16). Unlike

Habermas's, Luhmann's systems theory is post-humanist and without clear

intent for emancipation (Luhmann 1986, 4; Habermas 1987a, 377).

Habermas's communicative reason '...refers neither to a subject that

preserves itself in relating to objects via representation and action, nor to a self-

maintaining system that demarcates itself from an environment, but to a

symbolically structured lifeworld that is constituted in the interpretative

accomplishments of its members and only reproduced through

communication' (Habermas 1984b, 398). Besides the disintegrative effect of

means-ends or technocratic consciousness on the public sphere (Held 1980,

254), or his wish to respond to the radical critique of reason in contemporary

French thought, Habermas's disaffection with the philosophy of consciousness

is also connected to its redundancy for dealing with pathological outcomes in

society. There are new conflicts that cannot be reached in the traditional
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structure of political parties, class and interests. These include the ecology,

peace movements, alternative lifesty:es, cultural autonomy and the like. They

involve questions of protecting and restoring endangered ways of life

(Habermas 1984b, xxxv-xxxvi). Habermas believes that the paradigm is

exhausted (1987b, 296). Notwithstanding his turn to language and

interpretation, Habermas recognises that the levels of integration of members

in society, through reaching understanding, is restricted by competing

interests and by the action orientation of the actors towards self-preservation

(Habermas 1984b, 398).

All in all, Habermas's intention is to rescue the isolated subject of

modernity (Hohengarten 1992, xi-xii) which he sees as crucial to a decentred

understanding of the world. The philosophical problem with the Cartesian

notion that the 'knowing subject can see itself as another object of the external

world' is that it sets up a transcendental-empirical doubling of the relation to

self (Habermas 1987b, 297; 1991, 218). Habermas's view is that agents identify

objects of the external world but could avoid seeing themselves in the same

manner if a different relationship of the self to itself were envisaged.

No mediation is possible between the extramundane stance of the

transcendental I and the intramundane stance of the empirical I. As

soon as linguistically generated intersubjectivity gains primacy, this

alternative no longer applies. Then ego stands within an interpersonal

relationship that allows him to relate to himself as a participant in an

interaction from the perspective of alter. And indeed this reflection

undertaken from the perspective of the participant escapes the kind of

objectification inevitable from the reflexively applied perspective of the

observer (Habermas 1987b, 297).
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It follows from this that Habermas develops a model of action oriented to

reaching understanding grounded upon '...the performative attitude of

participants in interaction, who coordinate their plans for action by coming to

an understanding about something in the world' (Habermas 1987b, 296).

Despite his emphasis on communicative action, Habermas does accord '...a

role to the individual that is at least, as significant as the role it attributes to

universal validity claims' (Hohengarten 1992, xii) but the subject now ceases to

be the defining entity of the world as a whole or an entity within it.

Foucault's response to the problem of subjectivity, through the theory of

power, was to negate the self-referential subject; Habermas, in the mould of

Mead, sees the knowing subject as simply no longer privileged (Habermas

1987b, 296). With communicative action, he offers a paradigm that leads to a

moral-pragmatic 'discourse ethic' (or ideal speech situation) from which

agency can nevertheless respond to the internal, objective and normative

'worlds' because agents have sole responsibility for their lives as socialised

individuals (Habermas 1993, 150). Within the discourse ethic, Habermas

considers autonomous agents to become 'the centre of the moral universe'

(Cronin 1993, xii-xiii). Morality is '...now anchored only in the personality

system as an internal control on behaviour' (Habermas 1987a, 174) and law is

the external force detached from the ethical motivations of the legal person.

Agents' understanding of the validity claims amongst themselves sets the

conditions for right and wrong judgements. The process of personal

moral/ethical judgement though is not firmly elucidated.

Roy Bhaskar

In Bhaskar's project of critical naturalism, agents are autonomous and

are not the outcome of the prevailing historical narrative that they are in

Foucault. Rather, agents and society are separate entities that relate
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dialectically with each other. Society exists prior to the birth of a member and

therefore exists outside of that person. People do not create society but rather

transform or reproduce it, hence the term 'transformation model of social

activity' or irmsA. 'Society stands to individuals, then, as something that they

never make, but that exists only in virtue of their activity' (Bhaskar 1979, 42). It

is both a necessary condition for any human activity and the outcome of human

agency. People, despite the constraints of society, are able to act intentionally,

to monitor their performances and to make commentary upon these (that is,

they remain subjects that objectify their own behaviour). Also distinct from

each other are social and natural structures and they are deemed to be 'always

already made' (Bhaskar 1979, 42). Social structures are social products and are

therefore subject themselves to transformation. Theories about the relatively

independent and generative structures are social products and are also

therefore objects of transformation (Bhaskar 1979, 48). Human action then is

distinguished from the natural order in that it is caused by states of mind.

Mind is a sui generis emergent power of the agent whose autonomy is

nevertheless circumscribed (Bhaskar 1979, 103). As agents are reflexive, their

linguistic skills enable them to intervene and to make commentary to their

situations. Regardless that things happen to agents (as in catching a cold), in

action their reasons tip '...the balance of events to produce the known outcome'

(Bhaskar 1979, 106). Humans are agents therefore because of their reasons for

acting (Bhaskar 1979, 118). Further to its contemporary significance,

Bhaskar's premise that reasons are causes or tendencies facilitates

understanding of the difficult interconnection of cognitive and conative

behaviour. Reasons are beliefs and can be specified independently of desire.

But desires transform beliefs into wants and ceteris paribus into actions in the

course of everyday life (Bhaskar 1979, 122). The value of this connection
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between emotions and reasons and ultimately emancipation (Collier 1994, 185,

191) cannot be overstated.

Bhaskar's emphasis on reasons as causes reflects also upon his sense of

ethics in society. Ethics do not imply liberation but rather describe and explain

the good things in life (Collier 1994, 197). Talking about facts and thereby

increasing knowledge of them appears to be the best way to change the values

people have. Bhaskar has not elaborated this idea of a cognitive rather than

emancipatory paradigm of ethics. In brief then, agents do what they want

unless prevented; it is the intentions and their outcomes that are contingent.

Like Freud before him, Bhaskar takes care not to identify the mind solely

with consciousness. Following from the notion of an analytical separation of

society and persons, he sees the sciences as dealing with a '...double decentring

- of society from man, and of mind from consciousness' (Bhaskar 1979,143).

The first decentring is particularly relevant to explaining role-conflict, forms of

alienation and anomie, and disjuncture between personal and social identity.

As society and persons are distinct elements, it follows that there will be some

points of symmetry with roles and some points without. 'Thus, there are

things that agents do because they want to and things that they do because such

action is expected of them; reasons that express the genesis of actions and

reasons that account for those actions to others; "crises" induced by a

disruption in psychic equilibrium and "crises" induced by an alteration in

social relations' (Bhaskar 1979, 143). This decentring of society and persons

speaks favourably to therapy and politics as congruent institutions of social

transformation

The second decentring - on the stratification of mind - is relevant to the

articulation of a person's psyche and project of life. The depth-stratification of

beliefs defines the psyche while the vertical integration of purposes defines a

project. In this decentring, there is no link between belief and consciousness so
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that the agent may be unaware of the internal conditions or of intentional

activity. The agent can believe an act to have a certain quality and yet be unable

to say what this quality is because beliefs may be unconscious, implicit or tacit

(Bhaskar 1979, 144). This does not lessen the force of agency; it emphasises the

effect of deeper structures.

Bhaskar's TMSA, which is more a philosophical than it is a theoretic-

pragmatic sociological model, facilitates a scientific analysis of society and the

agent with due regard to human emancipation from unfilled needs. Such

needs may reside at the level of social structures or personal life-projects. The

former would suggest his importance for emancipation at the political (and

economic) level and the latter at the level of (personal or group) therapy. How

these potentials become realised in everyday interaction is consistent with the

object of my sociological thesis for a transformative and healing agent of late

modernity.

Restoring the process of agency to late modernity

That the agent or agency is a prime mover in the constitution of society is

not a new argument (Callinicos 1985, 137; Dietz T. and Burns T. 1992, 191;

Ekstrom 1992, 115; Long and Long 1992, 27, 38; Lash 1994, 111). But it is a

phenomenon which threatens to be obscured and undervalued through the

concern of contemporary sociological strategies and debates for the larger

ontological or philosophical picture. A key for reinstating the agent or agency

of 'late' modernity (Layder 1994, 21C) lies presently in Habermas' interpretive

theory of communicative action. Apart from the benefit of regenerated

philosophical roots, this potential becomes evident through empirical clues left

by Cohen (1985).
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When arguing the merits of Habermas' theory for understanding new

social movements, Cohen (1985, 708) stipulated what she saw as the concrete

capabilities of collective movements. These capabilities, she argues, are

discernible in the reflexive relations of collectivities with the subjective,

objective and social worlds. These worlds place before actors issues of identity

formation, both personal and collective, upon which they are compelled to act.

In this reflexivity with the 'worlds', actors contest the interpretation of social

norms, create and agree upon new ones through communicative action and

prepare alternatives. Cohen's references to the NSMs of themselves do not

shed light upon the causal capabilities of the individual agent acting from

within the collectivity as such, but her comments reinforce the contemporary

advantages of communicative action. In this they isolate a new and specific

context of transformative agency and most significantly, they also allow for the

concrete capabilities of the agent/self to be drawn out (or discerned) from their

membership of the collectivity.

These capabilities are reflexivity, identity formation and the contestation,

agreement upon and proposal of new norms. These capabilities of reflexivity,

identity and normative critique reflect the interaction between the agents and

systems; they are therefore empirical instances of the execution of power by the

empirical agent. Dietz and Burns (1992, 191-2) re-inforce the nature of these

agent capabilities in interaction. They list them as reflexivity, intentionality,

decision-making and power. The parallels between these and Cohens'

reflexivity, identity and critique should be clear to see. What is still needed in

support of these capabilities present to communicative action though is a

conceptualisation of the nature of causal human agents, of the process that

links these agents and systems, and of the interpretive methodology by which

such links can be exposed to scientific comment. Such understandings would

help to clarify the place of agency in the concept of communicative action and
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go a some way towards reducing the obscurity that threatens to udervalue the

role of agents in social transformation in late modernity.

Giddens makes a start to defining the nature of this agency in late

modernity by proposing a stratification model of the agent in his structuration

theory. He postulates a reflexive, intentional and pragmatic agent that is

bounded by the unconscious and by 'virtual structures' in time and space. His

commitment to these latter ontological concepts stands in the way of a

translation of his model of the agent into concepts of emancipatory action and

causality. Nevertheless, his theory of the agent emphasises the capability of

agents to 'make a difference'. In this he begins to redress the neglect of the

agent and agency in the modernity-postmodernity debate (Layder 1994, 210) that

surrounds the disintegration of the self-as-centre paradigm.

Giddens's stratification model of the agent, Habermas's notion of

communicative action as the visible contexts of agency, Cohens' recognition by

proxy of the concrete capabilities of agents, and her endorsement in this regard

by writers such as Dietz and Burns, constitute increments suitable for use in

unlocking the agent or agency from the theoretic obscurity and impotence

threatened by the decline of the philosophy of consciousness. My task now is to

explore the connection amongst these potentials for a restored model of the

agent or agency that remains in touch with the modernity promise of a better

life. Such a model of unfolding agency would reinstate the transformative and

healing power of the agent or agency within the mould of the philosophy of

communication, practical action and change.

But first, this exploration requires a re-statement of why Giddens and

Habermas are well placed as stepping stones to such a model. They are

prominent. Both respond to the weaknesses of the disintegrating philosophy of

consciousness with paradigm shifts that seek to retain the good things in its
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legacy. They have a late modern context. Both have a reflexive project that

includes a late modern vision of a new politics and society that is without

overtures of arbitrary and totalitarian strategic action. They have numerous

parallels. This is despite their different points of departure, Giddens in

'virtual' structure and Habermas in communicative rationality. Then, they

have oppositional yet complementary focuses, Giddens on agency and

Habermas on intersubjectivity. Most importantly, they strengthen the

expectations of late modern agency without providing an adequate conceptual

framework of transformative agency - one which expands upon the nature and

mechanisms of agent/agency power. Both have the conceptual potential for,

but lack a definitive statement about who it is that actually goes about

transforming the world and how this .transformation occurs in daily life.
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